(From R to L) Mr A M Gokhale, Secretary, MNES, Government of
India, being welcomed by Mr G M Pillai, Director General, WISE,
during his visit to the WISE office.

Hon. Minister of State for Energy, Government of Maharashtra,
Mr Rajendra Darda (R) during his visit to WISE. Also seen with him
are Mr G M Pillai (C) Director General, WISE, and Mr Milind
M Deshpande (L) Manager (Admin & Accts), WISE.
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by the Director General

T

he World Institute of Sustainable Energy (WISE) was conceived some time during the latter half of 2003. For
the founders, the genesis of WISE was a dream... a dream not mired in fantasy, but based on solid new and
emerging realities. The 21st century fossil fuel based energy economy is flickering down to its last embers – to be
extinguished in the next three decades. The continuance of civilized existence demands that we intensify our
search for and begin deployment of alternative sources of energy without delay. Energy systems take decades
to build and three decades is a short period. In this scenario, the moot question that sprang forth amongst the
founders of WISE was, "Is the country ready for such a transition, given the extensive preparation needed for its
translation into reality?"
Mammoth preparatory work in terms of policy research, technical research, human resource development,
communication and awareness generation, etc., are prerequisites for the transition to this 'new age energy
economy'. Work in certain specific areas has been initiated by some institutions, but in a somewhat
uncoor
dinated manner. There was thus a felt need for a single, holistic institution which could address all these concerns. WISE is precisely meant to
be that – one integrated think-tank and research centre for promoting sustainable energy, sustainable development and energy conservation.
I am indeed happy to be entrusted with the task of building and developing an institution such as WISE, and converting the dream of its
founders into reality. WISE received registration as a society on 18 December 2003, but actually started functioning on a full-fledged basis from 1
June 2004. The achievements of WISE during its first year of existence are indeed commendable. The fast and successful pace of
development was possible because of the dedication and sincerity shown by the officers and staff of WISE. I would also like to place on record
my heartfelt gratitude to the members of WISE's Governing Council for their whole hearted support in developing WISE.
Institution building is a gradual and lengthy process and we have no illusions about that. Our dedication to the cause of sustainable
development is complete and total. We trust that our work would make a significant contribution to the national efforts in bringing about a new
paradigm of development in the 21st century. We wish to grow with this new century and pioneer research studies and activities in areas
pertaining to sustainable energy and development not explored by others. Institutions are not built on money or infrastructure; but on values,
ethics, quality and commitment. WISE will uphold all four to emerge as a pioneering institution in the field of sustainable development, and
sustainable energy in particular, in the years to come. I am happy to present our first Annual Report to you.

The Beginning…

D

WISE is a non-profit
Society and Trust
registered under the
Societies Registration Act,
1860, and the Bombay
Public Trusts Act, 1950,
with headquarters at Pune.
It is a financially
autonomous institution
and comprises some major
stakeholders from the
renewable energy industry
as its founder members.

evelopment of renewable and sustainable energy is critical for
ensuring sustainability of development and an energy secure
future. The fossil fuel based energy economy is predicted to be
phased out in the next few decades. By 2050, about 50% of all energy
used by mankind is expected to come from renewable sources. But
efforts in India towards developing this vital futuristic sector are
inadequate. Some of the major problems faced by the renewable
energy sector are, lack of qualified manpower, scientific articulation
of policy and legislative options, and lack of awareness due to poor
communication. To overcome these vital shortcomings, there was an
urgent need to create an institution that would play a crucial role in
charting a roadmap towards energy security. This resulted in the
genesis of the World Institute of Sustainable Energy (WISE), in
June 2004.
The activities of WISE will thus provide a major impetus to the
development of the renewable energy sector in all Indian states, who
would immensely benefit from the trained pool of manpower, policy
studies, research, publications, etc., to be developed by WISE.

Objectives of WISE
u
To be

a premier outreach centre for communications,
information and knowledge transfer, in the fields of sustainable
energy, sustainable development and energy conservation.

u
To function as an apex policy think tank, policy advocacy centre

and consultancy provider in the field of sustainable
development, especially in relation to sustainable energy and
energy conservation.
u
To conduct

short-term and long-term academic and other
training programmes in furtherance of the futuristic human
resource needs of the emerging sustainable energy, sustainable
development and energy conservation sectors.

u
To take

up technical and other research in selected and
specialised areas of vital importance, for augmenting and
accelerating sustainable development in a holistic manner, for a
transition to a cleaner and greener world.

u
To establish,

maintain, and operate libraries, laboratories and
prototype training centres, and hold seminars and training
programmes in concordance and furtherance to these objectives.
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The Beginning

The achievement of these objectives is largely dependent on four
vital spheres of activity, viz. Human Resource Development,
Outreach and Communications, Policy Research and Consultancy,
and Technical Research. WISE is organised into multi-disciplinary
centres and units that cohabit independently, yet work cohesively –
encompassing the institution's spheres of activity – towards attaining
a common goal…promoting the cause of sustainable development,
sustainable energy and energy conservation. The different centres
and units of WISE are:

WISE possesses some of
the most talented, highly
qualified, and technically
proficient people as part of
its workforce, each an
expert in his/her respective
field of specialisation.
Together, they strive
towards fulfilling one
goal… developing WISE
into a premier and apex
world class institution of
sustainable energy.

2
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Centre for Wind Power
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Centre for Communications

4.

WISE Press

5.

Centre for Human Resource Development

Centre for Policy and
Sustainability Research

T

he objectives of WISE are not limited only to sustainable
energy. Ultimately, sustainable energy becomes relevant and
meaningful in the context of sustainable development. Most
mainstream thinking revolves around ‘quick-fix’ and ‘tail-end’
solutions to the problems of environmental damage, with economic
growth proceeding in ‘business-as-usual’ mode. Many institutions
in India also base their research and findings on this ‘win-win’
assumption. Sustainability has thus become an oxymoron, with
everybody attributing their own meaning to it. For many it means a
continuous march towards sustainable profits. But this is far from
the truth.

The Centre for Policy and
Sustainability Research will
initiate a series of studies and
cutting edge analyses, to bring
out truths about resource
availability and use, its
economics from an
environmental perspective,
propose timely and right policy
perspectives, introduce
international best practices in
India, etc.

In the absence of real facts, long-term policy formulation
becomes unrealistic and skewed. WISE’s objectives aim at real and
grassroots research and analysis of the facts and figures of resource
availability and use, from a futuristic perspective. Such basic
research is essential for policy formulation and firming up future
strategies. As the famous Red Indian Chief Seattle said, “We have
not inherited the earth from our forefathers, but borrowed it from our
children.”
Some of the projects for which preparations are underway are:
Advocating
u

adoption by Parliament of the Draft Renewable
Energy Law for India prepared by WISE.

u
Documenting

and propagating international best practices for
mainstreaming renewable energy in India.

u
Supporting

electricity regulatory commissions in India for
adopting regulatory measures to facilitate growth of sustainable
energy.

u
Long-term

research into subsidies in the power sector for
creating a level playing field for renewable based power
generation.

u
Resource

assessment of conventional and non-conventional
fuels to analyse their realistic future potential.

u
Futuristic

studies of energy scenarios for ensuring an energy
secure future.
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Centre for Policy and Sustainability Research

The centre will gradually begin studies on broader environmental
and sustainable development problems. In the long-term, this centre
will form the core of WISE’s role as a strategic think-tank.

Consultancy Project
During the year under review, WISE received a consultancy
project from the Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development
Authority (MMRDA) to convert the Maharashtra Nature Park
(MNP) at Dharavi into Mumbai's first Energy Park. The objectives
of setting up the Energy Park are:

The Energy Park to be set
up by WISE at Mumbai’s
Maharashtra Nature Park
will showcase various
renewable energy based
systems, different types of
efficient chulhas, exhibits
on hydro power generation
and a Renewable Energy
Information Centre. The
added attraction would be
the 15 kW Wind-SPV hybrid
energy system generating
electricity for the in-house
requirements of the park.

4
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u
To demonstrate

and re-establish the synergy between mankind
and nature through the integrated approach of ecology,
environment and energy.

u
To expose

and sensitise the younger generation on the existing
issues of 'energy crisis' and available renewable energy
technologies.

u
To present

working models of renewable energy systems to the
society for large-scale awareness and increasing acceptability.

u
To strengthen

and expand the existing activities of the
Environment and Nature Education Centre at MNP through the
holistic approach of the Green Energy Park.

The project proposal has been submitted to the Maharashtra
Energy Development Agency (MEDA), Pune, for its approval in the
month of January 2005. About 75 per cent of the project cost will be
borne by the Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sources
(MNES), Government of India.

Centre for Wind Power

W

ind power is a force to reckon with today. During 2004–05,
India recorded a phenomenal growth in wind power,
attaining 4th rank in the world, with a total installed capacity of 3595
MW as on 31 March 2005. More than 1100 MW wind turbines were
installed throughout the country during 2004–05, and as per
projections by wind energy experts, more than 6000 MW would be
additionally installed during 2005–2009.
Skilled manpower and a strong technical human resource base
would therefore be the ‘need of the hour’ for the growing wind
power sector, which is currently facing a severe shortage of trained
personnel.

The Centre for Wind Power is
equipped with state-of-the-art
software like WindMap,
RETScreen, Wind Farm and
WAsP, which are essentially
required in the wind power
sector. These software are
useful for various applications
like wind resource
assessment, wind farm
designing, techno-economic
analysis of the projects, etc.

The Centre for Wind Power aims to fill that gap by developing a
knowledge-based environment in wind technology and
development. The centre would provide short-term and long-term
training programmes in wind power management, besides offering
consultancy services to project developers, industries, research
institutes, investors, etc., on fiscal, administrative, technical and
management issues of wind power development. The thrust in the
year 2004–05 was to build up internal resources, design new training
programmes and take up research, survey and consultancy projects.
During 2004–05, the following activities were carried out by the
Centre for Wind Power.

Human Resource Survey of the Wind Power Sector
During 2004–05, WISE launched a national survey to assess the
human resource (HR) needs of the wind energy sector in the country.
It is estimated that around 12,000 MW capacity additions are
expected through renewable energy technologies in India by 2012,
of which 50 per cent or more is expected to come from wind energy.
European estimates show that about 15–18 people are employed per
MW capacity addition. In the Indian context, this figure could be
much more and is estimated to be about 25–30 people per MW
(direct and indirect employment).
The survey aims to assess the jobs created by the industry so far. It
seeks to analyse (both quantitatively and qualitatively) the existing
manpower in the wind energy sector, along with the expertise
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Centre for Wind Power

available with wind power manufacturers, including ancillary
industries, the academia, nodal agencies, consultancy organisations,
utilities and institutions. The study will further ascertain personnel
and skill requirements upto 2015 and assess ways and means to
provide quality manpower. It covers all sectors of the industry, viz.
manufacturing, erection and commissioning, operation and
maintenance, sales and marketing, research and development, and
policy/decision making, etc. In its final stages of completion, the
survey is being conducted by Zenith Energy, a division of Zenith
Corporate Services Pvt Ltd, Hyderabad, a consulting firm involved
in the promotion of renewable energy projects.

The National Survey
launched by WISE to assess
the human resource needs
of the wind energy sector
hopes to answer certain
critical questions, such as,
“What is the state-of-the-art
in human resources in the
sector as of now; how many
jobs have been created and
how many more will be
created upto 2015; and what
kind of HR efforts will be
required to meet this need?”

HR Survey on Grid Connected Renewable Energy
The scope of the survey of the wind sector was extended to cover
all grid connected renewable energy technologies to assess the
employment potential in the country during the next ten years. The
study was completed and final reports are under preparation. The
work is being carried out by Zenith Energy, Hyderabad.

Guidance for MS Thesis Work
Ashwin Gambhir, an Engineering graduate from Pune, currently
doing his M.S. in Wind Power from the University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, USA, worked with the Centre for Wind Power from
November 2004 – March 2005, for carrying out his M.S. thesis
project work. The subject of his research was, ‘Techno-economic
and social aspects of the proposed wind farm development at
Bramhanvel site in Dhule district of Maharashtra’. Gambhir sought
the guidance of G M Pillai, Director General, WISE, and Rajendra
Kharul, Fellow, Centre for Wind Power, WISE, for his thesis work.
Some of the projects planned by the Centre for Wind Power
towards mainstreaming wind power generation include:
u
Organising

a national level seminar on, ‘Mainstreaming
Renewable Energy Generation’.

u
Field level

research study on ‘Impacts of Wind Turbine
Technology on the Indian Power Grid’.

u
Consultancy work for wind farm development.
u
Performance

analysis of existing wind farms for enhancing
operation and productivity.
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Centre for Communications
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wareness generation is the key to the successful promotion and
propagation of any developmental project. Sustainable
development and renewable energy are concepts that are relatively
new and yet to gain wide acceptance in India due to poor knowledge
and awareness amongst the masses. WISE endeavours to bridge that
gap through its Centre for Communications. The Centre relies on
three vital communication resources for this purpose, viz. printed
publications, information technology, and the library and
documentation centre.

PRINTED &

PRINTED &
PUBLISHED
BY

&
PRINTED

PRINTER
Shailesh Art Print
136, Narayan Peth
Sitaphalbag Colony, Pune 411 030
Tel./Fax. : +91-20-24481052
D RBY
PRINTE
PRINTE
E-mail : shailesh_v@vsnl.net
Art Print
Shailesh an Peth
136, Narayy, Pune 411 030
Colon
0-24481052et
Sitaphalbag
: +91-2
vsnl.n
Tel./Fax.
: shailesh_v@
E-mail

PRINTER
Shailesh
Art Print
136,
Sitaphalbag Narayan Peth
Tel./Fax. Colony, Pune 411
E-mail : : +91-20-24481052030
shailesh_v@
vsnl.net

Publications
Green Energy World, WISE’s bi-monthly newsletter

The Centre for
Communications aims to
enrich the process of
information and knowledge
transfer through the latest
modes of communication,
moving in synchronisation
with the advancements made
in sustainable energy,
sustainable development and
energy conservation.

Green Energy World is the only holistic publication on
sustainable energy in India. There are many publications in the
energy sector, but very few give enough coverage to renewables.
Then there are sector-specific publications – for wind power, for
solar energy, for energy conservation, etc. But again, no single
publication holistically addresses all aspects of this subject. Green
Energy World thus intends to bridge that gap.
The newsletter highlights major events, news, views and opinions
on sustainable energy, sustainable development and energy
conservation. Besides disseminating valuable information and
creating awareness about renewable energy in particular, Green
Energy World raises and discusses major issues relevant to the
growth of this futuristic sector and aids in its development. The
newsletter enjoys a readership of around 30,000 individuals and
organisations, including those from the government sector,
renewable energy developers, manufacturers and investors, policy
and decision makers, researchers, academicians, consultants, etc. It
has a wide reach all over India (as well as abroad) amongst people
and groups from the energy sector.
Green Energy World has been eliciting an extremely positive and
overwhelming response from its readers. Plans are underway to
convert it into a full-fledged monthly magazine by the end of 2006.
During the year under review, 3 issues of the newsletter were
published and disseminated. These include, Nov-Dec 2004, Jan-Feb
2005 and March-April 2005 issues.
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Centre for Communications

Other Printed Publications
One of the first printed materials to be brought out by WISE was
the institution's Information Brochure, followed by other general
booklets and brochures.
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Address : Flat Nos.1&2, 'Surya-Suman', 49 Hindustan Estates, Road No. 2, Kalyani Nagar, Pune 411 006.
Tel : +91-20-26613832, 26613855 Fax : +91-20-26611438
E-mail: wiseinfo@wisein.org
Website : www.wisein.org

Information Technology (IT) plays a key role in keeping abreast
of the latest developments taking place, both in the field of
communications as well as the energy sector. During the current
year, the following projects were successfully accomplished:
u
Development,

designing and hosting of the WISE website
<www.wisein.org>. The website has been sponsored by NEG
Micon (India) Pvt Ltd, Chennai.

u
Installation

of a 16 node LAN system with broadband internet

facilities.
u
Development

of in-house software systems for smooth and
efficacious functioning of certain important core areas. These
include, the Library Information Management and Automation
System, the WISE Mailing List Database Management System,
and inward-outward record system.

Library Information Management
and Automation System

Mailing List Database
Management System
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Centre for Communications

Library and Documentation Centre
The WISE library boasts of a collection of books on certain
subjects not easily found elsewhere. Details of the core subject areas
and its sub-categories are as follows:
Renewable Energy / Non-Conventional Energy

WISE possesses a modern
and well-equipped library
and documentation centre,
comprising books,
periodicals and audio-visual
aids on specialised subjects
related to environment,
energy and development.

Biomass Power
Co-generation
Energy Efficiency / Conservation
New Energy Technologies
Renewable Energy (General)
Solar Power
Waste-to-Energy
Wind Power
Conventional Power
Electrical Engineering (General)
Energy Financing
Energy Policy and Power Sector Reforms
Hydro Power
Nuclear Power
Power Regulation
Thermal Power
Transportation Energy
Rural Energy
Biogas
Fuel Wood
Integrated Rural Energy Planning
Rural Biomass Application
Water and Rural Energy
Women and Environment
Environment
Climate Change
Environmental Economics
Environmental Education / Training
Environmental Engineering
Annual Report 2004-05
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Environmental History
Environmental Law / Legislation
Environmental Philosophy

Sustainable Development
Agriculture and Organic Farming
Animal Ecology
Biodiversity
Futurology
Green Building / Green Architecture
Mining and Ecological Destruction
Restoration Ecology
Sustainable Development (General)
Watershed Development
Wild Life

Communications
General
General Biography
Globalisation
Information Technology
Library and Information Science
Management
Listed below are some of the many different periodicals available in
the WISE library:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

10
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Akshay Urja
Biodiesel
Bioenergy News
Biofuels India
Business India
Cogeneration & On-Site Power Production
Dams, Rivers & People
Digit
Down to Earth
Ecologist
Electrical India
EWEA Wind Directions
Human Capital
India Green File
InWEA Newsletter
InWind Chronicle

Centre for Communications

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

LEISA India
Naturopathy
New Energy
North American Wind Power
NPTI Vision
Nuclear India
Paryay
PAVAN
PC Quest
Power Line
Power Stream
Project Monitor
Refocus
Regen
Regulateri
Renewable Energy India
Renewable Energy World
Repsovision
Resource
Resources, Energy, and Development
Resurgence
Scientific American India
SESI Journal
Sun & Wind Energy
TERI Newswire
TERISCOPE
TERRA Green
The Bulletin on Energy Efficiency
The Ecologist Asia
TIDEE (TERI Information Digest on Energy and
Environment)
Wind Blatt
Windpower Monthly
Windpro
World Watch

During the current year, the library made considerable progress in
the purchase of books and subscription of periodicals. Details are as
under:
§Total number of books purchased

:

607

§Total number of periodicals
:
(22 subscribed and 28 complimentary)

50

§Total number of CDs

25
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WISE Press

B

ook publication is an important outreach effort of WISE.
Although a lot of work is being carried out in the field of
sustainable energy and development (particularly renewable
energy), we are faced with a knowledge-deficit crisis, emanating
from the lack of accurate technical information and non-availability
of analytical research studies on the subject. WISE Press plays a key
role in filling that void.

iff Issues
Regulatory and Tar

WISE Press helps in
conceptualising and
generating essays on
various unexplored
subjects pertaining to
sustainable energy and
development, besides
developing timely and
up-to-date, comprehensive
reports on current and
existing issues.
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The first book released by WISE Press in January 2005 was titled
Electricity Reforms and Green Power Development: Regulatory
and Tariff Issues. The book focuses on the need for an appropriate
tariff regime and policy framework for encouraging renewable
energy development in India. The book also elaborates on the
technological and regulatory issues in India and abroad, with a focus
on the structural reforms underway in the electricity sector. It is a
must-read for policy-makers, stakeholders from the energy sector,
academicians, researchers, consultants, and all those interested in
renewable energy development in India and elsewhere. The authors
of the book are Pramod Deo, Chairman, Maharashtra Electricity
Regulatory Commission (MERC) and Shrikant Modak, Deputy
Editor, Business India, Mumbai.
The second book to be published by WISE Press in March 2005
was The New Energy Economy. The book is a trendsetter and a
pointer to the future of the energy sector in the next few decades.
Scientific estimates predict that by 2050, about 40 per cent to 50 per
cent of grid power used by humans would come from renewable
sources. The book surveys this epochal transformation globally,
with a special focus on India. The participant authors who have
contributed essays are well known experts in their own fields, drawn
from senior-most levels of the academia, industry, nongovernmental organisations and the government. G M Pillai,
Director General, WISE, is the editor of 'The New Energy
Economy'.

WISE Press

Forthcoming Books

d by
Conceived and Edite

G M Pillai

There is much more to publishing than production – the books
must reach not only those who want them, but also those who need
them and those who can act on them. Books from WISE Press seek to
go beyond information; they aspire to be an agent of change and will
promote sustainable energy through increased understanding and
practical know-how.
The proposed book on biodiesel, for example, will be an
accessible introduction to the topic, not only for growers, policymakers, and researchers but also for those who want to take up
biodiesel on commercial lines, be they growers or entrepreneurs.

‘The New Energy Economy’
is the second book to be
published by WISE Press.
The book was released in
March 2005.

Likewise, the forthcoming volume on wind energy will be a
comprehensive – and comprehensible – handbook for investors,
policy-makers, administrators (of nodal agencies, electricity boards,
and private power companies), and post graduate students, on all
aspects of using wind energy to generate electricity. The book will
not only explain technicalities but also empower readers to make
informed decisions (both financial and technical) related to wind
energy.
The third of the proposed books analyses different policy options
being pursued by the central and state governments to promote
renewable sources of energy, assesses the impact of these policies on
India's energy sector as a whole, and presents innovative strategies
to bring renewable energy in India in the mainstream of power
generation.
Leading experts with first-hand and continuing involvement with
the respective topics have been chosen to assemble the contents by
inviting the most appropriate contributors for each chapter.

Other Activities
Concurrent with these activities, the more mundane publishing
operations are also in progress so as to set WISE Press on a sound
footing: building mailing lists, empanelling reviewers and review
media, choosing printers, establishing a distinct identity for WISE
Press books by means of appropriate page layout and design,
seeking sponsorship for publications, and so on. The publisher's
prefix has already been obtained for WISE Press so that all future
books carry the ISBN (International Standard Book Number).
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Centre for
Human Resource Development

I

f on one hand there is a knowledge-deficit crisis in certain vital
areas of sustainable energy and development, on the other hand
there is an acute shortage of skills and technical know-how in the
field. In the current scenario where markets are demand-driven and
technology-specific, there is an urgent need for capacity building
and enhancing human resources development. WISE's Centre for
Human Resource Development has been created to meet the above
objective.

The Centre for Human
Resource Development is
responsible for conducting
short-term and long-term
training programmes, thus
meeting the futuristic human
resource needs of the
sustainable energy,
sustainable development
and energy conservation
sectors.

During the year under review, WISE successfully organised and
conducted the first ever ‘National Level Training Programme on
Renewable Energy for Media Persons’ from 23-24 March 2005 at
Hotel Le Meridien, Pune. The objective of the programme was to
expose the media to the right kind of information on renewable
energy technologies and policy related issues. About 40 journalists
from all over the country took part in the two day event which was
sponsored by the Ministry of Non-Conventional Energy Sources
(MNES), Government of India. Noted experts from the renewable
energy field made presentations at the seminar and offered an
indepth insight into the various facets of the renewable energy
sector. A major highlight of the seminar was a field visit to Suzlon
Energy's wind farm located in Supa in Ahmednagar district of
Maharashtra.
The centre is scheduled to hold 9 training programmes and 3
seminars at various locations all over the country during the current
year.

Constitution of the Curriculum Development Committee
During the current year, WISE constituted a 12 member
Curriculum Development Committee (CDC) under the
chairmanship of Dr. Pramod Deo, Chairman, Maharashtra
Electricity Regulatory Commission (MERC). The role of the CDC
would be to deliberate on and frame the curricula for WISE's
academic programmes to be launched in the future. This move is in
furtherance to WISE's objective of conducting short and long-term
academic programmes to meet the future human resource needs of
the sustainable energy sector. The committee comprises eminent
personalities and well-known academicians from the energy sector.
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Padma Vibhushan Dr Mohan Dharia (extreme left), lighting the
ceremonial lamp at the Inaugural Function of the MNES sponsored
‘First Training Programme on Renewable Energy for Media Persons’,
organised by WISE at Pune, from 23 – 24 March 2005. To his right are
Mr G M Pillai, Director General, WISE, and Mr A U Diggikar, Director
General, MEDA, Pune.

(From R to L) Mr G M Pillai, Director General, WISE , and Dr Pramod

Deo, Chairman, Maharashtra Electricity Regulatory Commission
(MERC) and Curriculum Development Committee (CDC), WISE,
seen along with members of the Committee at the first CDC meet.

